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ReviewIntegrating mRNA Processing
with Transcription
age. To finalize the cap structure, a methyltransferase
(MT) methylates the N7 position of the transferred GMP.
In mammals, both the triphosphatase and the guanylyl-
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transferase activities are part of the same polypeptideUniversity of Oxford
at the N terminus and C terminus, respectively, whileSouth Parks Road
in yeast they are catalyzed by separate enzymes. ThisOxford OX1 3RE
initial cap structure is then recognized by the cap bind-United Kingdom
ing complex (CBC), which contains two proteins, CBP20
and CBP80. Upon export through the nuclear pore com-
plex, the nuclear cap binding proteins are replaced byThe messenger RNA processing reactions of capping,
the cytoplasmic translation initiation factor, eIF-4Esplicing, and polyadenylation occur cotranscription-
(Shatkin and Manley, 2000, for review).ally. They not only influence one another’s efficiency
The cap structure bound to CBC is believed to playand specificity, but are also coordinated by transcrip-
a major role in the stabilization of the mRNA, since ittion. The phosphorylated CTD of RNA polymerase II
represents an obstacle for 5-3 exonucleases (Beelmanprovides key molecular contacts with these mRNA
and Parker, 1995). In addition, in the cytoplasm, capprocessing reactions throughout transcriptional elon-
bound to eIF-4E and other translation initiation factorsgation and termination.
enhances translation by promoting the engagement of
the ribosomal subunits with the mRNA. This is at least
partly achieved by the interaction of eIF4G with poly(A)-
Introduction associated PABPI, resulting in a translationally compe-
For eukaryotes, simply copying the genetic information tent circular mRNA:protein complex (Sachs et al., 1997,
from a DNA template into an RNA transcript does not for review).
result in the completion of messenger RNA synthesis. Splicing
Before a gene transcript is ready to be transported out With a few exceptions, mammalian genes are inter-
of the nucleus, it has to undergo three major processing rupted by noncoding sequences (introns), and in order to
events to produce the fully translatable mRNA. These generate a functional message from the DNA template,
comprise the acquisition of a cap structure at the 5 mRNA splicing must occur. The transcribed pre-mRNA
terminus, the splicing out of introns within the body of itself contains several consensus elements in cis, which
the pre-mRNA, and the generation of a 3 end, usually are essential for the splicing reaction. The 5 exon-intron
modified by the addition of a poly(A) tail. Although each junction or splice site (indicated by |) is marked by the
consensus sequence AG|GURAGU (R, purine; Y, pyrimi-of these reactions are biochemically distinct processes,
dine). The end of the intron, the 3 splice site, is definedthey are interlinked and so influence one another’s spec-
by YAG|RNNN. About 100 nt upstream of the 3 spliceificity and efficiency. Furthermore, 3 end formation and
site lies the branchpoint CURA2OHY with a highly con-splicing have traditionally been viewed as posttranscrip-
served adenosine followed by a pyrimidine-rich track.tional processing events. However, in more recent years
In chemical terms splicing occurs in two steps. Asit has emerged that these reactions are not only capable
shown in Figure 2, first the 2OH of the branchpointof influencing each other but are also tightly linked to
adenosine acts as a nucleophile to attack the 5 exon-transcription. It is therefore now believed that most
intron border, and trans-esterification results in a freemRNA processing reactions occur cotranscriptionally.
5 exon and a lariat-shaped molecule consisting of theThis review describes recent progress in the field from
intron sequences and the 3 exon. In the second step,genes in both lower and higher eukaryotes. Although
the 3OH of the freed 5 exon attacks the intron-3 exonthe universal nature of gene expression means that most
border. The subsequent trans-esterification results inprocesses will occur throughout eukaryotes, it cannot
the fusion of the two exon sequences and the releasebe assumed that all details will be the same from yeast
of the lariat-shaped intron (Moore and Sharp, 1993). Theto man.
five small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs) U1, U2, U4, U5, and
U6 exist with associated proteins in snRNPs. These
mRNA Processing Reactions
snRNPs, together with many other proteins, assemble
Capping
over the intron to form the spliceosome and thereby
The first pre-mRNA processing step occurs after about facilitate splicing (Kramer, 1996; Burge et al., 1999, for
20–30 nucleotides have been synthesized. A three-step reviews).
reaction adds a cap structure to the 5 end of all mRNAs Interaction of the U1 snRNA with the 5 splice site
(Figure 1). First, an RNA 5 triphosphatase (RTP) hydro- initiates spliceosome assembly. In higher eukaryotes,
lyzes the triphosphate of the first nucleotide to a diphos- the 3 splice site and adjacent pyrimidine tract are identi-
phate. Then, a guanylyltransferase (GT) catalyzes the fied through interactions with a dimeric splicing factor
fusion of a GMP moiety from GTP to the first nucleotide U2AF. This, in turn, helps recruit U2 snRNP to the
of the pre-mRNA via an unusual 5-5 triphosphate link- branchpoint together with a branchpoint binding protein
(BBP or SF1). In yeast, BBP and U2 snRNP can indepen-
dently find the branchpoint (which has a more extensive1 Correspondence: nicholas.proudfoot@path.ox.ac.uk
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Figure 1. Capping of Pre-mRNA Occurs Early in Transcription
cis recognition sequence—UACUAA2OHC). U2 snRNA ments demonstrated that nucleotides in the conserved
U5 snRNA loop can interact both with 5 and 3 exonbase pairs with the branchpoint sequences and, in so
doing, bulges out the branchpoint adenosine, enhancing sequences (Newman, 1997, for review). The role of U5
is likely to be in positioning the exons for the secondthe first nucleophilic attack. In contrast, U4 does not
directly interact with the pre-mRNA but plays an essen- nucleophilic attack. As mentioned above, although a
large number of proteins are known to be part of thetial role in bringing U5 and U6 into the spliceosome. U6
interacts with sequences at the 5 splice site consensus spliceosome, there is now growing evidence that the
catalytic component of the spliceosome may indeed beafter the displacement of U1. Both U2 and U6 not only
interact with sites on the pre-mRNA but importantly RNA based (Valadkhan and Manley, 2000). First, in vitro-
transcribed U2 and U6 RNA fragments in the absence ofbuild three essential helices by intramolecular base pair-
ing with each other. These complex RNA-RNA interac- any protein components are able to form intermolecular
base pairing, similar to those obtained in the spliceo-tions between U2, U6, and the pre-mRNA seem to form
a catalytic core (Madhani and Guthrie, 1992; Sun and some. Second, the addition of a small branch-site like
RNA oligo to this U2/U6 RNA complex was able to trig-Manley, 1995) and by so doing place the 5 splice site
and branchpoint in close proximity. Crosslinking experi- ger, in the complete absence of proteins, a nucleophilic
Figure 2. Simplified View of Splicing
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Figure 3. Polyadenylation Involves Separate
RNA Cleavage and Poly(A) Synthesis
attack of the branchpoint adenosine on a distinct nucle- I consists of three subunits that are able to directly
interact with a pre-mRNA substrate. CF II, only recentlyotide within U6. The final product is a lariat-like structure
between U6 and the branchpoint oligo (Valadkhan and partially purified (de Vries et al., 2000), can be subdivided
into two fractions of which only fraction CF IIAm appearsManley, 2001). Nevertheless, in vivo, protein compo-
nents of the spliceosome play an essential part in the to be essential for the cleavage reaction. One of the
subunits of CF IIAm, hClp1, has been shown to interactassembly and stabilization of a catalytically active
spliceosome. There is also evidence that proteins di- with both CPSF and CF I. CF IIBm proved to be of a
stimulatory nature only. Poly(A) polymerase (PAP) itselfrectly interact with the catalytic core and may therefore
be components of the catalytic activity in vivo (Collins is usually required for the cleavage reaction and together
with CPSF directs poly(A) addition. Poly(A) binding pro-and Guthrie, 2000, for review).
3 End Formation tein PABP II binds the emerging poly(A) tail and in turn
enhances the processivity of the poly(A) polymeraseWith the exception of replication-dependent histone
genes (in higher eukaryotes), all protein encoding (Wahle and Ruegsegger, 1999, for review).
The only known protein-encoding genes that lack amRNAs contain a uniform 3 end consisting of around
200 adenosine residues. The formation of this poly(A) poly(A) tail are the replication-dependent histone genes.
The formation of histone 3 ends differs significantlytail is directed by sequences present on the pre-mRNA
and the mammalian polyadenylation machinery, con- from polyadenylation, as an essential U7 snRNP com-
plex is required. Furthermore, the mature 3 end is ob-sisting of at least six multimeric protein factors (Figure
3). Prior to the addition of poly(A), the pre-mRNA must tained by a single cleavage event. Two elements within
the histone pre-mRNA play a crucial role in this matura-be cleaved. The site of cleavage in most pre-mRNAs
lies between the highly conserved AAUAAA hexamer tion process. Sequences in the untranslated region of
the histone RNA are able to form a stem-loop structureand a downstream sequence element (DSE), which is a
U- or GU-rich motif. Cleavage itself occurs predomi- that is the site of interaction for the stem loop binding
protein (SLBP). A purine-rich motif is located furthernantly at a CA dinucleotide. In retroviruses it is also a
common feature that U-rich upstream sequence ele- downstream and provides the histone pre-mRNA with
an anchor for interaction with the 5 end of U7 snRNA.ments (USE) located 5 of the AAUAAA sequence are
required for full efficiency of the poly(A) signal. USEs The SLBP is not absolutely required for the processing
reaction but proved to be indispensable in histone pre-have also been identified in two mammalian genes, C2
Complement and Lamin. These cis elements are recog- mRNAs that have reduced complementarity to U7. RNA
cleavage occurs between the two sequence elementsnized by two multisubunit protein complexes. The 160
kDa subunit of the cleavage and polyadenylation speci- in the histone pre-mRNA and similar to polyadenylation,
the preferred nucleotide at which this occurs is an aden-ficity factor (CPSF) has been shown to interact with the
AAUAAA, but it is most likely that the other three sub- osine. A further factor called heat labile factor HLF (due
to its sensitivity to heat treatment) is essential for theunits (CPSF-100, CPSF-73, and CPSF-30) contribute to
the specificity and strength of binding. The DSE repre- processing reaction. As with polyadenylation, the nuclease
component remains to be identified (Dominsky and Marz-sents a platform for the interaction with the cleavage
stimulatory factor (CstF) via its 64 kDa subunit. The bind- luff, 1999, for review).
ing of CstF and CPSF appears to be cooperative in that
CstF binding to the DSE greatly enhances the affinity of Crosstalk between mRNA Processing Events
Capping Interactions with SplicingCPSF to the hexamer and vice versa (Colgan and Man-
ley, 1997; Zhao et al., 1999, for reviews). Two additional and Polyadenylation
Although the three mRNA processing reactions werefactors are essential to direct cleavage of the pre-mRNA:
cleavage factor I (CF I) and cleavage factor II (CF II). CF discovered independently, it emerged very early on that
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Figure 4. Molecular Interactions between mRNA Processing Reactions
these separate reactions closely influence one another have a stabilizing effect on the polyadenylation complex
with its target pre-mRNA (Flaherty et al., 1997; Lewis(Figure 4). The development of in vitro systems capable
of directing mRNA processing reactions using whole and Izaurralde, 1997, for review).
Connections between Splicing and Polyadenylationcell and nuclear extract also indicated that one mRNA
processing reaction can enhance another. In particular, The fact that polyadenylation is strongly influenced by
RNA splicing first became apparent through experi-using in vitro systems it became clear that the cap struc-
ture played an important role in splicing. Incubation of in ments that revealed the process of exon definition in
RNA splicing (Niwa et al., 1992). Thus, for exons in highervitro-synthesized pre-mRNA in nuclear extract revealed
that the addition of a cap structure significantly en- eukaryotes, which are normally much shorter than their
surrounding introns, the 3 and 5 splice sites flankinghanced the formation of spliced mRNA. By incubating
pre-mRNAs containing more than one intron, either in an exon are often recognized synergistically through
interactions stretching across the exon (Figure 4). Splic-nuclear extracts or injected into Xenopus oocytes, the
cap structure enhanced the excision of the first, cap- ing regulatory (SR) proteins are the key players in this
process, often recruited to the exon through interactionsproximal intron, but had a lesser effect on the splicing
efficiency of the second intron. The characterization of between their RNA binding domains and specific exon
enhancer sequences (Smith and Valcarcel, 2000, for re-the cap binding complex (CBC) subsequently allowed a
more detailed analysis of cap-splicing interconnections. view). They also interact through serine arginine-rich
(RS) domains with other RS domain containing proteinsAntibodies directed against the 80 kDa subunit of the
CBC were used to deplete nuclear extracts, resulting in U1 and U2 snRNPs (Fu 1995, for review). Thus, the
70 kDa subunit of U1 snRNP and the 35 kDa subunit ofin significant inhibition of splicing. Furthermore, CBC
appeared to enhance the interaction of U1 snRNP with U2AF both interact with these bridging SR proteins. For
U2AF, the larger 65 kDa subunit also interacts with thethe 5 splice site (Lewis and Izaurralde, 1997, for review).
Additional research suggested that the CBC positively pyrimidine tract and the 35 kDa subunit, once recruited
to the 3 splice site through this molecular interaction,influences the U6 snRNA 5 splice site interaction, possi-
bly by affecting the displacement of U1 snRNP by U6 directly contacts the 3 splice site AG sequence (Zorio
and Blumenthal, 1999; Wu et al., 1999). This exon defini-(O’Mullane and Eperon, 1998). These findings clearly
underline the strong dependence of efficient splicing on tion mechanism also applies to the terminal exon of a
gene, although in this case the end of the exon will bethe cap structure. Effects of CBC on splicing complex
formation has also been demonstrated in yeast, where defined by the poly(A) signal. Both splicing and polyade-
nylation on either side of the terminal exon are stronglyconditional inactivation of the yeast guanylyltransferase
reduced levels of spliced mRNA in vivo, demonstrating enhanced by each other (Niwa et al., 1992). The molecu-
lar connector in this case appears to be an interactionthat these interconnections are conserved in evolution
(Shatkin and Manley, 2000). However, especially in between U2AF65 and the C-terminal domain of poly(A)
polymerase (Vagner et al., 2000; Figure 4). Interestingly,mammalian systems, the question of how the cap and
splicing components interact remains unsolved. By use terminal exon definition also appears to be employed
in a negative way, as a number of studies demonstrateof a yeast hybrid screen, a potential candidate that links
of CBC with the splicing machinery has been identified that poly(A) site recognition is inhibited by the proximity
of a 5 splice site (Proudfoot, 1996, for review). Thisas hnRNP F (Gamberi et al., 1997). HnRNP F can specifi-
cally interact with both CBC subunits and, moreover, inhibition will not normally occur in the terminal exon of
a gene but may arise when a poly(A) site is positionedhnRNP F-depleted extracts show a reduced splicing
efficiency. within the body of a gene. In this case, the interaction
may be between the same poly(A) polymerase CTD andAround the same time that the cap-splicing intercon-
nection was discovered, experiments were performed the U1 snRNP 70 kDa subunit (Gunderson et al., 1998).
Also in some cases, a domain in the U1A protein of U1that showed a similar efficiency dependence of polyade-
nylation on the cap structure. As in splicing, the availabil- snRNP, which is homologous to the PAP-interacting
domain of the 70 kDa subunit, can also be demonstratedity of CBC80 antibodies allowed the analysis of in vitro
polyadenylation in CBC-depleted extracts. The pres- to inhibit polyadenylation at a nearby site (Gunderson
et al., 1997). Examples of this type of regulation are wellence of CBC enhanced the cleavage reaction signifi-
cantly, but showed only a modest effect on the poly(A) documented in retroviruses, where functional poly(A)
signals may exist in the transcribed portion of the 5addition reaction. Similar to splicing, CBC appeared to
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LTR sequence, as well as in DNA papillomaviruses, 1986; Sisodia et al., 1987). Furthermore, exchanging the
promoters of different classes of Pol II-transcribedwhich again maximize their gene expression repertoire
genes by replacing an snRNA gene with one from aby employing internal poly(A) signals (Proudfoot, 1996,
protein-encoding gene has been reported to perturbfor review).
normal RNA processing (Hernandez, 1992, for review).Another key example of splicing and polyadenylation
Thus, for snRNAs transcribed from a globin promoter,crosstalk comes from genes where alternative polyade-
normal snRNA 3 end formation is prevented, and in-nylation leads to the expression of different gene prod-
stead, cryptic poly(A) signals are utilized. All of the aboveucts. Two systems are well characterized: IgM heavy
experiments argue that specific types of promoter re-chain genes and the Calcitonin gene (Zhao et al., 1999,
cruit specific processing activities that determine ex-for review). For the IgM gene, a relatively weak internal
actly how the nascent transcript is processed into thepoly(A) site positioned within an intron is subjected to
mature RNA. A clear explanation for the promoter speci-repression by the upstream 5 splice site (possibly
ficity of mRNA processing comes from the now-sub-through 70 kDa subunit of U1snRNP) and so is removed
stantial weight of evidence that the Pol II transcriptionby splicing of this poly(A) site containing intron. The
complex possesses a unique structural feature that actsresulting mRNA utilizes a downstream poly(A) site, pro-
to specifically recruit mRNA processing activities to theducing the membrane form of this protein, which pre-
nascent transcript as it is generated by the transcriptiondominates in early developing B cells. In plasma cells
elongation process. The largest Pol II subunit containsthe weak upstream poly(A) site works more efficiently,
a carboxyl-terminal domain (CTD) that appears to beout-competing the splicing process and so a shorter,
quite separate from the main body of the enzyme, beingsecreted form of the protein is synthesized. Higher
attached to a relatively unstructured linker sequenceamounts of CstF-64 are present in plasma cells, so
(Cramer et al., 2001). This CTD is a heptad amino acidallowing recognition of the weaker intronic poly(A) signal
sequence repeated 52 times in mammals and 26 times(Takagaki et al., 1996; Takagaki and Manley, 1998). A
in yeast. Two serine residues (Ser2 and Ser5) per repeatsimilar situation exists for the Calcitonin gene. Here an
are subjected to phosphorylation so that completeinternal poly(A) site is activated in thyroid tissue by a
phosphorylation of CTD will cause a massive increasedownstream positive element that appears to involve
in the acidic nature of this domain (Dahmus, 1996). Un-recruitment of splicing factors, including an SR protein
phosphorylated CTD (Pol IIA) is required for initiationSRp20 (Lou et al., 1998). In neural tissue this enhancer
of transcription and interacts with a range of generalfails to act, and so the poly(A) site is spliced out and
transcription factors. However, once initiation of tran-the resulting product CGRP is produced instead of Cal-
scription begins, kinases, including a subunit of TFIIHcitonin. There are probably many more examples of al-
and the elongation factor P-TEFb, phosphorylate theternative poly(A) site use in eukaryotes that may also rely
CTD to generate the elongation competent Pol IIO formon splicing-poly(A) factor interactions either negative or
(Reines et al., 1996; Price, 2000, for reviews). In part,positive (for general review on polyadenylation and its
this is accomplished by the stripping off of initiationregulation, see Zhao et al., 1999).
factors and their replacement with as yet ill-defined tran-
scription elongation factors (Wittschieben et al., 1999).
Transcription and mRNA Processing
Also, as a simple explanation of the above described
As described in the first part of this review, it is clear
promoter dependence of mRNA processing, recruitment
that almost all steps in the production of the mature, of mRNA processing factors to the phosphorylated CTD
translatable messenger RNA are interconnected. Thus, occurs (for reviews see Hirose and Manley, 2000;
the presence of a cap modification at the 5 end of Proudfoot, 2000). The explanation for why Pol I and III
mRNA augments both splicing and polyadenylation. promoters are unable to generate transcripts capable
Also, several examples of the close integration of splic- of mRNA processing is thus simply explained by the
ing and polyadenylation are described. In many cases fact that these polymerases lack CTDs. Similarly, snRNA
it is likely that important examples of gene regulation and histone promoters must specify the recruitment of
are achieved through the interplay of these three mRNA specific RNA processing factors that operate on their
processing mechanisms. These interconnections are homologous RNAs and not other mRNA sequences.
now explained by the large body of evidence that dem- It is also now clear that Pol II promoters can predeter-
onstrates the direct association of the RNA polymerase mine the balance of alternative mRNA splicing. An alter-
II (Pol II) complex with mRNA processing activities at all natively spliced exon (EDA) from the fibronectin gene
three stages of gene transcription; initiation, elongation, has been investigated as part of a chimeric globin-fibro-
and termination. Recent progress in our understanding nectin gene construct. The ratio of mRNAs that include
of Pol II termination warrants a more extended account or exclude this alternative exon was previously shown
of this process (see below). to be strongly influenced by the promoter used to drive
Initiation transcription. Thus, the -globin promoter resulted in a
A number of studies have revealed that there may be a preponderance of EDA inclusion, while the fibronectin
direct connection between the promoter of a gene and promoter gave the reverse effect (Cramer et al., 1997).
how its transcript is processed. First, early experiments Although the relative strength of the promoter did not
using chimeric gene constructs in which the transcrip- appear to correlate with a specific splicing pattern, re-
tion of a Pol II gene was driven by either a Pol I or cent data from this system does argue that the capability
Pol III promoter indicated that capping, splicing, and of the promoter to mediate more or less processive
polyadenylation were all prevented, or at least partially transcription elongation can also strongly correlate with
specific processing patterns. Thus, less-processiverepressed (Smale and Tjian, 1985; Lewis and Manley,
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transcription elongation promotes more efficient inclu- stances to be strongly enhanced by the addition of Pol
sion of EDA, while more-processive transcription has IIO (Hirose et al., 1999). Interestingly, in another study,
the reverse effect (Kadener et al., 2001). It is likely that only splicing templates with complete exons bordered
a part of these processivity effects are caused by kinetic by introns were shown to be activated by phospho-CTD,
effects. The longer time taken to transcribe through an suggesting that exon definition requires the presence
alternatively spliced region of a gene (when the Pol II of the elongating Pol II complex (Zeng and Berget, 2000).
complex is less processive) may allow more time for Finally, a direct biochemical link has been made, but
splicing factors to assemble on an exon’s splice sites only in a few specific cases (Goldstrohm et al., 2001,
and so allow its inclusion in the mature mRNA sequence. for recent review). Thus, a series of protein factors with
Indeed, such kinetic effects have also been demon- some homology to SR proteins interact with Pol II phos-
strated for the tropomyosin gene, by placing transcrip- pho-CTD (Corden and Patturajan, 1997). These factors
tion pause sites (see below) between the alternatively possess a well-defined CTD binding domain (in common
spliced exon 3 and a downstream intronic negative regu- with the yeast poly(A) factor, pCF11p, and SnRNA termi-
latory element (NRE). This slows down transcription and nation factor, Nrd1p—see below). Secondly, a compo-
so allows more time to prevent the downstream NRE nent of U1 snRNP in yeast called Prp40p is known to
from inhibiting upstream splice site selection (Roberts directly interact with phospho-CTD (Morris and Green-
et al., 1998). Such experiments may be of questionable leaf, 2000). These data have led to the attractive view
physiological relevance, as they undeniably involve the that phospho-CTD may play a direct role in tethering
analysis of unnatural gene constructions. However, they splicing signals on the pre-mRNA to the elongating Pol
do clearly implicate the role of the promoter in determin- II complex. When the next splice signal appears it will
ing the subsequent fate of the primary RNA transcript directly abut factors bound to the upstream splice signal
as it emanates from the RNA binding domain of the and so greatly enhance splicing.
elongating Pol II complex. Poly(A) factors are also now well established to inter-
Elongation act with Pol II and at least in some cases may ride with
The critical molecular trigger that allows escape of the the elongation complex all the way from initiation to
Pol II complex from initiation is likely to be the massive termination of transcription. First, CPSF has been shown
phosphorylation of its CTD, as described above. How- to be a component of active TFIID and then transfers
ever, as with most such molecular processes, further onto Pol IIO concomitant with elongation into the gene
specificity is apparent. Thus, phosphorylated serine 5 (Dantonel et al., 1997). Also, truncation of the CTD results
of the heptad repeat is found mainly at early stages of in both splicing and termination-defective transcription
elongation, while serine 2 phosphorylation occurs later (McCracken et al., 1997). In yeast, the cleavage/poly(A)
on during the elongation process (Komarnitsky et al., factor pCF11 directly contacts phospho-CTD (Barilla et
2000). It is now apparent that a major component of al., 2001), as do other factors, at least indirectly, such as
the elongation factors are mRNA processing factors. All Pta1p (Rodriguez et al., 2000) and Hrp1p (Komarnitsky et
three capping enzymes are known to associate with al., 2000). Indeed, since all cleavage/poly(A) factors exist
phospho-CTD (Hirose and Manley, 2000, for review). in tight complexes, it is likely that they may all be detect-
Furthermore, in the case of the guanylyltransferase, able in association with Pol IIO. As well as binding to
phospho-CTD significantly enhances its enzymatic ac- CTD, it is also clear that cleavage/poly(A) factors are
tivity, principally through serine 5 phosphorylation (Ho more active in the presence of CTD (Hirose and Manley,
and Shuman, 1999). Recent data has been obtained 1998). Indeed, a very recent in vitro study supports the
using the chromatin immunoprecipitation technique and view that CTD is required for the cleavage activity, as
reveals that capping enzymes associate at the beginning in certain factor preparations careful quantitation re-
of the transcription unit but are lost as the elongating vealed a small level contamination of Pol II, accounting
polymerase progresses into the body of the gene. This
for apparent CTD-independent activity (Ryan et al.,
is in contrast to the methyltransferase, which continues
2002). Recent in vivo analysis has suggested that the
to be associated with the transcription complex during
3 terminus of CTD, which in general has more variantelongation (Komarnitsky et al., 2000).
heptad repeats, may be the main component of thisThe role of the phospho-CTD in orchestrating mRNA
domain and that it interacts with cleavage/polyadenyla-splicing is currently less fully documented than for
tion activities, in particular CstF-50 (Fong and Bentley,capping. This largely reflects the enormous complexity
2001). However, in vitro analysis of CTD subdomainsof the splicing mechanism. However, at three levels of
suggests that there is little difference between differentanalysis it is apparent that there is a close connection
parts of the CTD. By construction of an artificial CTDbetween splicing and transcription. First, electron mi-
with only the consensus heptad repeat, it is clear thatcroscopy of chromosome spreads demonstrates co-
the critical feature for activating cleavage/polyadenyla-transcriptional splicing (Beyer and Osheim, 1988). Also,
tion is merely the length of the domain, which needs toa number of nuclear imaging experiments relying on the
be over 26 heptad repeats to function efficiently (Ryancolocalization of antibodies to Pol II and mRNA pro-
et al., 2002).cessing factors all point to their tight association within
the nucleus (Misteli and Spector, 1998, for review). Sec-
POL II Transcriptional Terminationond, it is clear that phospho-CTD enhances splicing, at
This final stage in the transcription process is criticalleast indirectly, as in several different in vivo experimen-
for successful gene expression. First, it allows releasetal systems CTD truncation results in reduced splicing
of transcripts from the site of transcription and release(Corden and Patturajan, 1997, for review). Also, in vitro
splicing efficiency can be shown under some circum- of Pol II from the DNA template. This facilitates the recy-
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cling of Pol II back to the promoter for further rounds Considering the absolute requirement of a poly(A) signal
for transcription termination, it is most likely that theof transcription. Second, it will ensure that promoters
are not perturbed by read-through polymerases that dependence of termination on splicing is an indirect
effect.have failed to terminate at upstream genes. Such tran-
scriptional interference commonly occurs in yeast where When it was first established that 3 end processing
signals are required for transcription termination, twogenes are closely spaced and simultaneously expressed
(Greger and Proudfoot, 1998). Compared to the large basic models of how these two processes are coupled
were put forward. The first “antiterminator” model in-body of detailed information on transcriptional termina-
tion in bacteria (reviewed in Henkin, 2000), as well as vokes some conformational change in the transcription
complex upon recognition of the poly(A) signal thateukaryotic Pol I and Pol III genes (reviewed in Paule and
White, 2000), Pol II termination is less well understood. makes it termination competent (Logan et al. 1987). The
second “torpedo” model suggested that cleavage ofThis is because the mature 3 ends of Pol II transcripts
are formed by cotranscriptional RNA processing at posi- the transcript at the poly(A) site initiates termination
by promoting rapid degradation of the 3 product, stilltions upstream of the termination site. Transcript cleav-
age at the poly(A) site leaves two products which have attached to the elongating polymerase (Connelly and
Manley, 1988; Proudfoot, 1989). The results of studiesquite different fates; the upstream product, destined to
become mRNA, is stabilized by poly(A) addition, whereas on Pol II transcription termination carried out over the
past decade have indicated that these two models arethe downstream product is destabilized by cleavage,
separating it from the body of the transcript. These not mutually exclusive. Rather, a new version, combin-
ing the antiterminator and torpedo models, is likely toshort-lived transcripts cannot be visualized by standard
RNA mapping techniques. prevail (see below).
Kinetics of Nascent Transcript CleavageThree different classes of Pol II genes each employ
significantly different termination processes: those that at Poly(A) Site
Four recent studies have independently addressed theencode snRNA and snoRNAs (small nucleolar RNA), the
specialized histone genes, and finally, the most abun- issue of when in the transcription process cleavage at
the poly(A) site actually occurs. Using an RT-PCR ap-dant and diverse class that encode all other proteins.
This review will focus primarily on transcriptional termi- proach it was found that uncleaved nascent transcripts
of the Balbiani ring 1 gene extend up to 700 bp down-nation of the protein-encoding genes. A comparative
account of transcriptional termination in histone as well stream of the poly(A) site (Bauren et al., 1998). This was
also shown by a more direct method in which radio-as snRNA and snoRNA genes is also presented.
Role of the Poly(A) Signal in Pol II Termination labeled nascent transcripts of the human - and -globin
genes, from transiently transfected HeLa cells, were an-The demonstration that transcription termination is de-
pendent on the presence of a functional poly(A) signal alyzed using a hybrid selection technique (Dye and
Proudfoot, 1999). In these latter experiments, uncleaved(Proudfoot, 1989, for review) provided the first indication
that mRNA processing and Pol II transcription are cou- nascent transcripts were detected that extend up to
1.5 Kb downstream of the poly(A) site. Indeed, for bothpled events. These data were obtained by use of nascent
RNA mapping techniques, so-called run-on analysis. globin genes, uncleaved transcripts appear to extend
right up to the region where termination occurs. In theSubsequently, run-on analysis of the CYC1 gene in
S. cerevisiae, using strains defective in cleavage but not above-mentioned EM study on nascent transcripts from
the TFIIIA gene, transcription termination appears toin polyadenylation, showed disruption of transcriptional
termination (Birse et al., 1998). Biochemical sense of occur before cleavage at the poly(A) site, even though
the requirement of a functional poly(A) site for termina-these results was made when 3 end processing was
shown to be dependent on the presence of Pol II CTD tion was clearly shown (Osheim et al., 1999). Confirma-
tory evidence for the above results was also providedboth in vivo (McCracken et al., 1997) and in vitro (Hirose
and Manley, 1998), as described above. More recently, by in vitro experiments utilizing an antisense approach.
Here, 3 end processing was shown to occur when PolEM visualization of nascent transcription on the TFIIIA
gene injected as part of a plasmid into Xenopus oocytes II is located at positions some distance downstream of
the poly(A) site (Tran et al., 2001). It is clear from all theshowed that poly(A) signal strength is directly correlated
to termination efficiency (Osheim et al., 1999). Consis- above data that 3end processing occurs some distance
downstream of the point at which the poly(A) site istent with these data, it has also been shown that poly(A)
signal strength itself is a direct measure of the speed transcribed. This conclusion, when combined with the
fact that cleavage/poly(A) factors are bound to CTD,with which the cleavage/polyadenylation apparatus as-
sembles on the nascent transcript (Chao et al. 1999). suggests a model for the post-poly(A) site polymerase
in which nascent RNA is looped out between the CTD-Run-on analysis of transcription from the human
-globin gene (transiently transfected into HeLa cells) associated cleavage/poly(A) factors and the Pol II RNA
exit channel (Cramer et al., 2001; see Figure 5). It appearshas further shown that the dependence of Pol II termina-
tion on RNA processing extends to splicing of the ter- that Pol II proceeds up to the site of termination before
transcript cleavage takes place. This indicates that 3minal intron (Dye and Proudfoot, 1999). This was also
indicated from an RT-PCR-based study of nascent tran- end processing is the trigger for Pol II termination.
Since it is clear that RNA processing signals affectscripts from the endogenous Balbiani Ring 1 gene in
salivary glands of C. tentans (Bauren et al., 1998). These transcription, it follows that the reverse effect of tran-
scriptional events influencing RNA processing occurs.observations can be readily explained by the interaction
of the terminal 3 splice and poly(A) sites to define the Thus, transcriptional pause sites located downstream
of the poly(A) site are thought to cause a transient pauseterminal exon as described above (Niwa et al., 1992).
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Figure 5. Transcriptional Termination in Pol II Genes Encoding mRNA
to Pol II progression and so enhance poly(A) site recog- in the termination process. First, it has been demon-
strated that the C-terminal domain of the S. cerevisiaenition. Studies on a number of genes have identified
such pause sites. The strongest evidence for an involve- and S. pombe homologs of human CstF-64 protein
(Rna15p and Ctf1, respectively) is required for efficientment of transcriptional pausing in 3 end processing and
termination comes from studies in yeast. In S. pombe, transcriptional termination. This effect does not appear
to be mediated through the 3 end processing machin-the poly(A) signals of the ura4 and nmt2 genes both
possess downstream sequence elements (DSE) that are ery, since the remaining N-terminal portion of CstF-64
is sufficient for it to accomplish 3 end processing. Usingrequired for efficient 3 end processing and induce tran-
scription termination. Increased Pol II density was mea- yeast two-hybrid analysis, it was also shown that the
C-terminal domain of Cft1 interacts with Res2, a compo-sured over these DSEs by run-on analysis, indicating
that they function as pause sites. However, they share nent of the transcription factor MBF. This transcription
factor controls transcription initiation of genes switchedno sequence homology, so that their specificity has
not been determined (Birse et al., 1997; Aranda and on during the G1-S phase of the cell cycle. Confirmatory
evidence for the role of Res2 in transcriptional termina-Proudfoot, 1999). Studies in mammalian cells also indi-
cated the presence of transcription pause sites located tion has been provided by transcriptional run-on analy-
sis of a res2 strain. In the absence of Res2, transcrip-between the closely spaced -globin genes and the C2
and factor B genes. Analysis of these pause sites in tion proceeds beyond the natural termination site
(Aranda and Proudfoot, 2001). By a similar approach, ita coupled in vitro transcription-polyadenylation system
showed that in some situations they can increase the has been shown that the human transcriptional coacti-
vator PC4 interacts with the CTD of CstF-64, as do theirefficiency of cleavage and polyadenylation and thereby
promote termination (Yonaha and Proudfoot, 2000). yeast homologs Rna15p and Sub1p, and so influence
transcription termination (Calvo and Manley, 2001). TheFurther Pol II Termination Factors and Sequences
From the above account it is clear that transcript cleav- reported effects that these factors have on transcription
termination suggests a further link between transcrip-age at the poly(A) site represents a key determinant in
transcriptional termination. However, a number of de- tional activators acting at transcription initiation and the
3 end processing and the Pol II termination machinerytailed nascent transcription studies on several different
genes show that mRNA 3 end processing is not the (see above).
Detailed studies of nascent transcription in the 3only requirement for transcription termination. Evidence
has been obtained for the requirement of both specific flanking regions of a number of genes have indicated
that sequences located downstream of the poly(A) sitetermination factors and sequence elements located
downstream of the poly(A) site. are important players in the termination process. Early
studies (Proudfoot, 1989, for review) identified a CCAATTwo recent studies in yeast have identified transcrip-
tion factors as partners with the RNA processing factors sequence in the adenovirus major late promoter that
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binds the protein CP1 and effectively terminates tran- also required for termination to occur (see Figure 5). In
particular, the fact that the human - and -globin genescription from upstream genes. A detailed transcrip-
tional analysis of the mouse -major globin gene 3 termination region transcripts are targets for a cotran-
scriptional cleavage activity is likely to be an importantflanking region also identified a number of sequence
elements, including a 69 bp AT-rich sequence that ef- part of the termination process. It has yet to be deter-
mined how this cleavage event is orchestrated, but itfects transcription termination in the presence of a func-
tional poly(A) site. Interestingly, the activity of this se- is possible that it is carried out by a ubiquitous RNA
degradation pathway or as an intrinsic transcript cleav-quence is dependent on its position relative to the
poly(A) site (Tantravahi et al., 1993). age activity of Pol II (Dye and Proudfoot, 2001). Which-
ever the case, it appears that RNA processing is involvedTo add to these data, a very recent study of transcrip-
tion in the human -globin gene 3 flanking region has at all stages of the Pol II transcription termination
process.identified sequence tracts located between 900 and
1600 bp downstream of the poly(A) site that are required Transcriptional Termination in Histone, snRNA,
and snoRNA Genesfor transcriptional termination. Interestingly, hybrid se-
lection analysis of transcripts in these terminator tracts, Histone pre-mRNAs like snRNAs are not spliced, and
the majority are not polyadenylated. The mature 3 endusing an antisense biotinylated RNA probe, spanning
the poly(A) site region, shows that they are cotranscrip- of histone transcripts is formed by an endonucleolytic
cleavage of the primary transcript. As with other mRNAtionally cleaved. This cleavage activity was originally
referred to as pretermination cleavage (PTC) but is now genes, Pol II transcription does not terminate until it is
some distance beyond the histone 3 processing site. Anrenamed cotranscriptional cleavage (CoTC) to avoid
confusion with the term pretermination codon. Although early report suggested that transcriptional termination at
a position located 600 bp downstream of the mousethe activity that mediates CoTC has so far not been
identified, it is clear that both 3 end processing and H2a gene was dependent on 3 end processing at the
upstream site. A more recent study using an in vitroCoTC are required for transcription termination but oc-
cur independently of each other. Thus, the efficiency of system indicates that termination of a proportion of tran-
scripts is dependent on the presence of functional his-mRNA 3 end processing appears to be unaffected by
deletion of the termination region, and conversely, CoTC tone processing signals rather than the cleavage reac-
tion (Dominski and Marzluff, 1999, for review).in the termination region transcript occurs in the ab-
sence of upstream mRNA 3 end processing (Dye and Although most snRNAs are transcribed by Pol II, they
are neither spliced nor polyadenylated. 3 end formationProudfoot, 2001). In this same study, the dependence
of -globin termination on long tracts of 3 flanking re- of mature snRNAs requires a sequence element known
as the 3box, which is located 9–19 nt downstream of thegion was also described. However, it appears that termi-
nation elements in this region are more diffuse than in end of the nascent transcript (reviewed in Hernandez,
1992). Run-on analysis of the mouse U1 snRNA gene hasthe -globin gene. The sequence elements described
in the human -globin gene differ from those described shown that transcriptional termination of the majority
of transcripts occurs close to the 3 box (Kunkel andin the mouse -major globin gene in two ways: they are
longer and they can also function at various positions Pederson, 1985). Until recently, it was unknown whether
the 3box is an RNA processing or transcription termina-relative to the poly(A) site. One characteristic that both
the mouse and human termination elements share is AT tion signal. This issue was addressed in a study em-
ploying run-on analysis and in vivo foot printing of therichness. Hybrid selection nuclear run-on analysis of
transcripts spanning the termination sequences in the U1 and U2 genes (Cuello et al., 1999). Whereas U1 tran-
scription terminates abruptly after the 3 box, nascent-globin 3 flanking region enables a dissection of the
termination process. Current data favors a model in transcripts of the U2 gene are detected up to 250 nt
downstream. The extended nature of U2 snRNA nascentwhich Pol II termination occurs in two stages. In step
1, the termination region transcript is cotranscriptionally transcripts indicates that the 3 box is not a transcription
termination sequence. In vivo foot printing of the U1cleaved. Since Pol II transcription termination is depen-
dent on cotranscriptional 3 end processing at the poly(A) gene showed that a protein-DNA interaction occurs
downstream of the 3 box. This sequence element, insignal and in vitro experiments indicate a direct involve-
ment of Pol II CTD in this process (Hirose and Manley, conjunction with the U2 3 box, was shown to cause
transcriptional termination in transiently transfected1998), it is predicted that an interaction of the transcript
with the CTD may continue after CoTC has taken place. constructs. It appears from this study that the U1 and
U2 snRNA genes have a similar bipartite terminationThis interaction and subsequent cleavage at the poly(A)
site may then have a role in mediating step 2 of the process to that of mRNA genes, requiring RNA pro-
cessing and termination elements.termination process, namely polymerase release. Con-
sistent with this model, CoTC operates independently A recent study of 3 end formation of snRNA and
snoRNA transcripts in yeast has implicated the proteinof mRNA 3 end processing, while polymerase release
is entirely dependent upon it (Figure 5). Nrd1p in this process (Steinmetz et al., 2001). Note that
many snoRNAs, especially in mammals, are maturedIn summary, Pol II transcription termination is a com-
plex process that is primarily regulated by mRNA 3 from the introns of other Pol II genes and so do not
possess termination signals. Nrd1p has an amino termi-end processing, the efficiency of which is modulated by
signals located upstream (splicing of the final intron) nus that interacts with the CTD of Pol II. It also contacts
an RNA binding protein termed Nab3p, which in turn isand downstream (pause sites) of the poly(A) site. There
is also expanding evidence that dedicated signals and thought to recruit the CTD kinase, Ctk1p. Each of these
factors appears to be involved in the NRD1-dependentfactors operate downstream of the poly(A) site and are
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Cramer, P., Pesce, C.G., Baralle, F.E., and Kornblihtt, A.R. (1997).3 end formation pathway. Transcriptional analysis of
Functional association between promoter structure and transcripta nrd1 mutant strain shows that in this background,
alternative splicing. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 94, 11456–11460.transcription on the SNR3 gene proceeds beyond the
Cramer, P., Bushnell, D.A., and Kornberg, R.D. (2001). Structuralnormal termination site. These results suggest that the
basis of transcription: RNA polymerase II at 2.8 angstrom resolution.
mechanism of transcriptional termination for many yeast Science 292, 1863–1876.
snoRNA and snRNA genes has strong similarities to
Cuello, P., Boyd, D.C., Dye, M.J., Proudfoot, N.J., and Murphy, S.
that of protein-encoding genes (Steinmetz et al., 2001). (1999). Transcription of the human U2 snRNA genes continues be-
Furthermore, it has been demonstrated for at least some yond the 3 box in vivo. EMBO J. 18, 2867–2877.
snoRNAs that factors normally associated with mRNA Dominsky, Z., and Marzluff, W.F. (1999). Formation of the 3’ end of
cleavage/polyadenylation may also mediate 3 end histone mRNA. Gene 239, 1–14.
cleavage of these transcripts (Fatica et al., 2000). Dahmus, M.E. (1996). Reversible phosphorylation of the C-terminal
In the final analysis, it is clear that all of these different domain of RNA polymerase II. J. Biol. Chem. 271, 19009–19012.
Pol II termination processes have overlapping mecha- Dantonel, J.C., Murthy, K.G., Manley, J.L., and Tora, L. (1997). Tran-
scription factor TFIID recruits factor CPSF for formation of 3 endnisms. No doubt, further study will lead to a unified
of mRNA. Nature 389, 399–402.termination mechanism for all Pol II transcribed genes.
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